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U.S. Corporations Support Structure of South African Apartheid
by "Martha Oesch
and L. A. Blum
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reserved for members of
they labor in mines or in
factories, their salaries Be at the
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result
speak out against the injustice of another
They are forbidden
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nonpersons, condemned to house
Sound Eke a world of a 100 years
arrest; men live in one area, wives'
as prescribed by the ruling class. If
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"banning." People speaking out
against the system are banned,
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ago? This is South Africa in. 1981,
and the system outlined above is
"Apartheid" designed to keep
the 'country's native black majority
under the control of a white,
minority.
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"apartness," Apartheid's ultimate
goal is "separation of the races into
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flage). Whites are also subject to
the restrictions of the police state.
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member of the Communist party,
was banned during the 1950s for
participating in resistance to pass
laws. She was confined to her
home,, allowed one visitor per
week,, plus her doctor. She
cancer, and was
developed
permitted to go to a hospital only
hor tKt ficoacie had reached its.
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during her hospitalization, and she
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professor of history- - Blacks, who
comprise 71 percent of the
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demoted to "Nonpersons"
confined to their homes, permitted
only one visitor at a time, witn tne

"homelands," amounting to, 13
percent of the land, all of it barren.
are filled
. The homelands
primarily with women, children
and elderly, as black" South African
males are compelled by law to
work and live in white area or face
starvation. It is not possible for a
woman to live with her husband.
"The effect of Apartheid has been
to destroy the family life of blacks
in South Africa" (Watts).
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Since coming to Wooster three years ago, I have been conditioned by
the social atmosphere here to determine that there are two primary
groups comprising the student society: the sectionclub population and
the independents (dubiously referred to as the "others"). Ask around
and the general concensus, no matter how flippant it may be, has it that
sectionsclubs are social meccas where those proficient in athletics,
converge to share among
dating, drinking and
themselves that special oneness which strengthens their bond and
makes them paradoxically enviable and repulsive to the "others."
The independents, or the ahem "intellectuals," seek refuge in the
library on Friday and Saturday (prone to moan: "WHY isn't it open till
midnight on the weekends?"), perhaps taking in an early movie now and
then before heading to Mom's for a root beer and soft pretzel. Just as the
sectionclub crowd's lives at "Woo" are marked by beer chugging
contests and nifty Valentine's Day dances where the girls ask the boys to
be their escorts (!), the independents while away their quarters writing
lengthy letters home ("Dear Mom and Dad, Am enjoying my classes
immensely lots of late nights studying, but it's gratifying. By the way,
thanks for sending the Valium."), playing Joni Mitchell albums in their
rooms and occasionally venturing to Zeitgeist where they sip Celestial
Seasonings teas and desperately try to ignore the fact that they are in the
company of three dozen "others" like themselves.
It's easy to differentiate the two groups. Sections and clubs live in
buildings that wear well through hell weeks
sturdy, rather
beer bashes. Independents live in Douglass, Wagner and
and
Babcock, all curiously lumped together under the heading jSpecial
Program Residencies. The Residents hold stimulating fireside
discussions about South Africa, indigenous religions and gay people.
of solid colors with large
Sectionclub folks wear jerseys and
Klein crews over Ralph
(Ann
up
Women
glyphs.
dress
to
tend
Greek
Lauren Polos with the collars smartly turned out) while the men dress
down (soiled sweat pants with logos like Ohio Wesleyan, Kenyon and
t
football jerseys, sleeves haphazardly
Mount Union coupled with
with pictures of
ripped to the proper length). Independents wear
Mozart and Virginia Woolf or logos like "Scot Band" and "Nuke the
'
Moral Majority."
it
And, lest we forget eating habits, let be known to all new people that
if you dine at Kittredge, you're apt to be considered a long hair who
discusses politics over dessert and subscribes to Soup and Bread; if you
dine in the "fish bowl" in Lowry, you're a) Christian, b) a progressive, c)
an "art" person or d) a friend of John Rosenbluth. Lowry main dining
room is often confused with an Army mess hall where sectionclub
people applaud every broken glass and have a comment ready for
meet their dress code standards
uncouth independents who-do("Frrrrenchy!").
Enough said. Notice a few holes in the analysis? Ironically, the more we
attempt to learn through classes about innumerable groups in
the more we hone in on our own little niche at Wooster. Where do
we fit in? What are our priorities? What must we give up, and what do we
risk in the process?
Currently, certain sections here are in the midst of a minor war with
the administration over housing and party privileges. The issue is not a
new one for Wooster, but before the verdicts are cast, think about the
above stereotypes indelibly labeled on independents and sectkjnsclubs.
As a senior, I am only now realizing that I have often written off sections
and clubs as automatically as some members may have disregarded me
as an independent. Whether or not we approve of each other's lifestyles,
we have no right to begrudge personal choice.
The Scot's Key Code of Social Responsibility clearly outlines what is
and is not acceptable behavior at the College. Any student violating the
As increasing controversy
. Code is made vulnerable for prosecution.
surrounds the issue of sixth section's housing denial, perhaps the time
has 'never been more appropriate to warn the Institution without
admonishing it: Don't allow personal biases to persuade your decisions.
Is the line of demarcation more damaging when it falls between students
and administrators or students and students?

They research. They find
To the Editor:
is supporting these shows?
While I attended the Africa
Week lectures, this thought Who is making it possible for them
occurred to me: an alliance to go on the air? and Who reaps
between Jerry Fahvell's "Moral enormous benefit from their
Majority" movement and the success?
If they discover the answer is,
American movement to "stop
hypothetical ly, the advertising
Apartheid in South Africa?
General Motors
It hasn't happened yet, but look sponsors
Co.,
what "thetwo movements can Corporation, Coca-ColKodak Corp., then they decide: I
learn from each others tactics:
Jerry Fakvell and his followers will not patronize GM.Coca-Cola- ,
believe that certain TV shows are or Kodak.
They publicly and vocally
contributing to social decay, and
tbey don't just make that encourage others to do the same:
judgement, they do something to look at exactly how the money
(cont.-op. 3) ,
about it.
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"PACE" Keeps

Pofitical Interests

Dear Reader:
It has been said that man can
never escape being governed.
Either he must govern himself or
he must submit to being governed
by others. Be that as it may, what
requisite qualities distinguish the
former from the latter. ..self-rul"

e

from imposed rule?
This is the sort of question
which merits consideration by all
thinking men and women. And it is
of the sort which has led a group of

concerned students to band
together in common pursuit of a
greater political awareness on this
campus.

This group of students

recognize the need for a more
informed campus dialogue on
issues of both national and world
affairs. And as such, it has sought
to devise a program for Political
Awareness and Current Events

(P.A.C.E.). As a genuinely
nonpartisan program, the aims
and goals of the group shall be to
foster and promote a steadfast
political awareness throughout the
campus; to essentially keep pace
with current events as presented
in campus media.
As a means of implementing
(cont. on p. 7)

Pubfished weekly during the academic
year by the students of The College of
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
Voice welcomes all signed letters to
the Editor from students, faculty,
subscribers, and members
of the greater Wooster community. All
correspondence may be addressed to:
Voice. Box 3187,, The College of
Wooster. Wooster. Ohio 44691. Current subscription rate $10.00 per year
for second class delivery.
The Voice office is located in the base- -'
ment of Lowry Center. Telephone: (216)
Extension 433.
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Starving Nations Increase;
Oxfam Increases Programs

The College of Wooster
VOICE

Editor in Chief
Kevin Grubb

by Oxfam America
On November 26, millions of Americans will sit down to tables laden
with glorious food plump roast turkey, savory stuffing, mountains of

Senior Editors
L. A Bum
--

mashed potatoes covered with rich brown gravy, fresh fall vegetables and
sumptuous desserts. While they are eating, .in the course of one hour,
1680 people in the world will die because they don't have enough to eat.
deaths, in a
That's 41,000 people per. day. That's more hunger-relateyear than the entire number of casualties of World War 0. Some are
refugees; some are victims of political oppression or natural disaster; all
are desperately poor. Perhaps these grim statistics are inevitable. But a
growing number of Americans believe they are not.
On November 19, one week before Thanksgiving, some 450,000
celebration a celebration
Americans will share in another
of hope. As participants in Oxfam America's annual Fast for a World
Harvest, they will stop eating for a day, donate their food money to fund
projects in poor countries and, in the process, learn something
about the plight of the impoverished.
Begun in 1974, the Fast for a World Harvest has become the most
important annual educational and fund raising event for Oxfam America,
international aid and development agency. Says
the Boston-baseExecutive Director Joe Short, "Fasting is a symbolic act a statement
against the inequities that contribute to the misery of the millions of
people around the world who never have enough to eat."
Oxfam America was organized in 1970 by a group of concerned
people of
Americans who wanted to help the drought-strickeBangladesh. The agency now supports 50 projects in 20 countries
some of the poorest in Asia, Africa and Latin America. While Oxfam
America is perhaps best known for its emergency relief in Bangladesh
and Kampuchea (Cambodia), the majority of its programs are small-scal- e
grassroots projects designed to develop food
Says Short, "Our projects are aimed not only at meeting the needs of
starving people, but at helping people to improve their lives, grow more
food and break the cycle of hunger and poverty."
In Niger, West Africa, for example, a grassroots cattle loan and millet
granaries project has been established with Oxfam America support to
help nomadic herders expand their small herds and improve their food
resources. And in Somalia, where there are now one million refugees,
pumps that will provide ,
Oxfam America has supplied 20
daily drinking water for 132,000 refugees in five camps. These efficient,
pumps are also being considered for longer-terdevelopment application, such as irrigation.
The annual Fast, too, is a grassroots event. It is supported-bthousands of civic, community, religious and school groups that hold
fund raising events ranging from craft sales to marathons. In Decorah,
Iowa, a rural community of 7,800 people, local groups join together to
response to the needs of people overseas.
promote a town-widStudents from Luther College and the local high, school, church
members, businesses, and individuals are involved in the Fast organizing
effort. Last year, Decorah's First Annual Auction for Oxfam America
netted more than $3,700 through the sale of donated items that ranged
from homemade bread to Polish chickens.
As important as the fundtaising aspect of the Fast is the opportunity
for education that it affords. Each person who organizes a Fast event is
provided with a packet of information containing statistics and
information about hunger and poverty and related issues as well as ideas
for fund raising events and educational programs. Many groups and
individuals devote the day of the Fast to studying the issue of world
hunger through films, reading and group discussion. ,
Groups fund raising coordinator Dinny Breeden believes that the
appeal of the Fast for a World Harvest is that it gives people an
opportunity to do something constructive about a global problem.
"Often when people are confronted in the newspaper or elsewhere with a
problem such as world hunger, the urge is to ignore it because it seems
too big, too far away and too hopeless. The idea of the Fast is not to make
people feel guilty about eating Thanksgiving dinner or any other meal but
to help people make the connection between their lives and the lives of
hungry people overseas and to realize that their contribution can make a
difference," says Ms. Breeden
People who join the Fast for a World Harvest also help spread the
message of Oxfam America's work: a small input a new well, an
irrigation project, cattle "for a dairy cooperative can produce big
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White men angered by the sight
of black males and white females
together are the 'focus of a new
club organized by a former
Central Washington U. professor.
Although the club in't university-- '
recognized, its organizers have
used the CWU Student Union for
meetings, drawing protests from
the campus Black Student Union..

The club's purpose, say

to allow white men'
to ease the tensions caused by

organizers, is

interracial dating.
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Apartheid in South Africa:
Our Apathy is Inexcusable

&Y.'0:.MfS

BODY

is m ovnij

"Where will we be, if we grant to every small individuality equal right to

- .
v
life?"
faculty
students,
and even administrators.
Think about that, Wooster
One can only hope you're appalled, incensed, furious at the implications
(subtle as they are) of that statement. It was made by Ernst Moritz Arndt,
German "patriot," in 1848, in regard to letting the various sectors of the
Reich express their nationality and thus intruding upon the more sacred
nationalism of the country as a whole.
It applies to our time as well, in particular to the situation in South
Africa. (Wait don't groan in disgust, don't hurl the paper against the
nearest wall, don't growl to your cohorts "Who cares about Africa? I
gotta go work on LS.0 The facts remain despite your unconcern. ,
A force exists which is incompatible with democracy, with the concept
of freedom, with human reason and human intellect. That force is
racism, and the United States of America, with all its dedication to liberty
and justice (for all, or so we've claimed...), is actively working to
propagate that force. As numerous articles in the Voice "throughout the
past seven months have explained, U.S. corporations based in S.A.
support' the system of Apartheid by exploiting a conveniently
economical supply of Black labor. To ignore this problem is to ignore the
agony of twenty million individuals trapped in a slavery that is virtually
.
inescapable.
In a country whose inhabitants cannot even meet to discuss the
weather withoufbreaking the law, who are allowed neither to vote nor to
hold public office, who can be stripped of the fundamental rights of a
human being at a moment's notice for daring to speak out, who must
deal with a White population whose children learn to shoot at the age of
eight, who can be jailed indefinitely without trial for straying from their
government-allottereservations, any attempt at revolution is quickly
suppressed. Successful liberation necessitates aid from the outside
world.
As Americans, wallowing in the expanse of our "freedom" and
"liberty,' to ignore the injustice of Black, Coloured and Indian South
Africans is inexcusable. Earlier this week I asked a professor whether in
fTtlTTTiTlr
his opinion the U.S. should disinvest its corporations. His response:
"They Should but they won't."
That is not an opinion. That is an assessment of the prospects of a fine
of action. An opinion is the one chance to fight back to become
fatalistic before the words are even out of one's mouth is as
as never having thought at alL People who reason like that are as much a
part of the problem as the most blatant racist in the world.
In speaking to another professor later the same day, I was told that
whoever understands what is happening must be active that to
withdraw is an escape we cannot permit ourselves.
How can we afford to sit back and ignore conditions which are even
worse than the slavery which horrifies us in our own past? How can we
reconcile the ease of our existence if tolerating the oppression of
another? When will we cease thinking in terms of profit and comfort and
start thinking in terms of humanity? We cannot afford to ignore this
by David Gaede
issue, we cannot afford to maintain our corporations in South Africa, or
everything for which our country professes to stand is negated.
(CPS) When Ronald Reagan
LAB nominated Sandra Day O'Connor
to fill the vacancy on the U. S:
Supreme Court, initial opposition
to her centered around a 1974 vote
she made while a state legislator.
,
(cont. from p. 2)
give our money blindly to experts An amendment to the bill in
flows to bring these TV shows to who" will manage our stock question would have banned
the air waves, and to decide if they portfolio for us. NO. We will invest . abortions at Arizona state colleges
and universities. O'Connor voted
in this and this and this because we
will support this with their money,
no, she later testified, because the
think it's worth investing in."
or put their money elsewhere.
amendment didn't have
abortion
you
Do
know
your
where
the
What about
much to do with the tax bill to
movement in America? What do money is?
Do you know where the College which it was attached.
they do?
In those days, abortion wasn't
These people believe that Trustees have invested their
of an issue on campuses
portfolio?
you
much
(which
reap
African Apartheid is ripping a
anywhere. Things have changed.
society in half, harming the black .enormous benefit from)
Do you have a checking or Though most polls indicate strong
victims arid the white victimizers;
college support for abortion rights
and they do something about tt. " savings account in Wooster?
Do you know where that bank and the scanty statistics that
They research. They find out:
'
suggest an increasing'
invests your money?
Who is supporting this Apartheid
Find out.
number of unmarried, pregnant
System? Who is making it possible
college women are opting for
Hank Stratton ...
to keep enforcing its laws? and
abortion, campus . Right to Life
Who js reaping enormous financial
groups
have spread. The issue
benefit from its success? ,
today is as intense on campus as
If they discover the answer is,
elsewhere in the society.
hyppt helically, General Motors,
At Arizona State, for example,
Coca-Color kodak Corp., then
the issue sparked a round of pro-they decide: I will not invest in GM,
and
demonstrations
Coca-Color Kodak.
Another sexual harassment last spring, as various groups tried
And they encourage others to
examine the financial connections case against a fraternity led to to force university' and student
and decide if they want to support eviction of its members. The Phi government leaders to take a
this with their money or put their Delta Theta fraternity at Bowling stand on the issue.
Green State U. was suspended
Over the last three academic
:
money elsewhere.
members
years,
after
to
refused
various California student
I think the best thing about
these tactics is that they throw a comment on allegations of groups have sued to regain
student fees that have paid for
wrench into the huge machinery in harassment and hazing of a BGSU
our society which says: "We do female student Residents of the abortion counseling. The most .
recent attempt came at San Diego
things because that's what gives us frat house, including four
were
told
leave
to
State,
dozens of students
the "best- return on our immediately. One fraternity withheldwhere
their student fees in
investment."
who-- did speak to campus
protest. A state judge eventually
These twds rnovements say: member
officials was suspended from the
ruled the use of student fees for
"Stop the wheels from, turning.
abortions was permissible.
Stop business as usual. We will not university for two years.
-

Abortion Groups Rally as Opposition
Intensifies: Use of Fees Questioned :

d

.

president at the American Student
Association convention last

summer. "When anyone

questions how student fees are
used, they want to know about

-

.

-- T-

set-to-

man-handle-

le

--

-

--

.

--

--

non-member-s,'

d

'

-
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anti-abortio- n"
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by Timothy E. Spence
.
Guest Editorial
A study by the World Bank released last summer concluded what
have been preaching for a long time: The
advocates of
only way for developing countries to growout of economic archaism is to
policies.
pursue
.
v,
The World Bank (or International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development as it is officially called) stated in 'the report that during the
pas i aecaae aeveioping countries nave oeen extreme ly success rui ai
grappling with domestic problems by depending more heavily on the
open market for investment, research and employment. This as opposed
to carefully controlled markets with government being the initiator of
;
activities and services.
j
India was highly praised in the World Bank's report. Following its
severe food crises in the middle of the previous decade, India's
government under Prime Minister Moraji Desai began granting
incentives to agricultural producers, such as less government
supervision of farm activities, and urged fanners to depend more on
advanced technology provided by the United States. (Unfortunately,
France's Le Monde reports lately that current Prime Minister Ghandi is
favoring a return to increased nationalization of agrh production.)
Scores of other developing countries have learned to manage money
from developed nations by investing in private concerns.
Such
borrowed
. '
I
I : l
m Ai
nauons,.
uw private
taiwan iutiiiy one example, rana juo.creaiwn
r
far nwp effertive in mmhatina the nemesis uhirh rjlaaues all less
developed states, extreme poverty, than by increasing the dole
...
It isn't unseemly that Communist nations, as tightly
as
their economies are, are further proof that open markets are more
socially beneficial than tightly sealed markets. In the Soviet Union private
farmers cultivate about one oercent of the land, vet thev oroducefortv percent of the meat and vegetables consumed and 66 percent of the
dairy products used by a nation which overall has had perpetually bad
agricultural returns since 1917.
v.;- (cont o0 p 6)
free-mark-

Effects of Wooster's Investment Monies

Fraternities Charged
With More Cases of
Sexual Harassment

--

free-enterpri- se

Stratton Urges Students to Question

are-availab-

(cont. on p. 6)

Free Market Practices Helo
Developing Countries Grow
...
......

g

.

Stop-Aparthei-

"

deal with," remarked one
northeastern student body

(BrUiUUila

self-defeatin-

' :
abortion."
;
A May, 1981 national survey by
the Washington Post found similar
results, with 10 percent inalterably
opposed to abortion, and the
remainder in favor of it in varying

"It's the biggest social issue we

Chicago City Life Makes
I.S. a Worthwhile Adventure
Senior
I
Off-Camp-us

--

started classes a week before
did, my fellow C.O.W.
students who are now fiving safely
and , comfortably in Wooster,
Ohio, while I am in Chicago,
Illinois, enrolled m an off campus
study program.
Since arriving September 6 to
live in a studio apartment in
Chicago's Near North Side and to
attend the Newberry Library's Fall
Seminar in the Humanitiescertain
incidents have occurred to make
me question my decision made last
;'v
spring to come here.
My first greeting from a Chicago
you

.

--

--

.

resident happened ' when

I

unlocked and opened the door to
my small apartment, A cockroach
looked at me, then hastily crawled
toward the nearest crack in
but not quick enough'
the-woodwo-

to avoid my stomping foot.

rk,

'

"Why am I here in this city?" I
asked aloud. "At least the drab,
cinder-blocinstitutional rooms
in Holden, Wagner and Stevenson
k,

are clean and insect-free- .'
- Two.
day's later another
memorable encounter with a
Chicago resident occurred. While
innocently eating lunch on a park
bench across the street from the
(cont. on pt 5)
-

"

'
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In the Public Interest
-

by Ralph Node

the old standards without

tongue of the

The forked

reflecting subsequent improvements in safety technology.
2. A
consumer

Reagan administration is now
airborne. It belongs to Secretary of
Transportation Drew Lewis, who
tells us regularly on the television
"screen that airline safety is his top
priority even as he refuses to
reopen negotiations with the air
traffic controllers. He also adds

long-standin- g'

proposal to strengthen the

they do not break off in minor
or landing crashes and hurl
occupants around the cabin. Few
passengers know that the seats in
their cars are anchored to take
twice the force aircraft passenger
seats can take.
3. An FAA move to require all
airplanes to use new tires that
meet the upgraded 1979
standards by '1984 instead of
letting airplanes use up their

, Jakeoff

that the Federal Aviation
"

'Hl.TUFPT

a

Administration (FAA) is pursuing
its safety responsibilities to the
traveling public. That is half of the
fork verbal in nature.
Now comes the other half of the
fork actual deeds. The FAA, led
by administrator J. Lynn Helms
and Drew Lewis, has withdrawn
six important safety proposals.
Five of these initiatives were made
by the" FAA itself before Reagan
'
became president.
In swift order, Helms and Lewis
have dropped:
1. A proposed rule to require the
review of aircraft designs, such as
the Boeing 747 and the DC-1. once every 10 years. The current
practice allows airplanes to be
manufactured indefinitely under

.

tire-safet-

greater access to flight data
recorders and cockpit
- data to understand
better the human factors in air
voice-recorde-

EVER CONSIDERED A CAREE? AS AN All? TRAFFIC CONTROLLER

individual rights are often
suppressed in Eeu of 'national
security
the maintenance of
White minority rule. Thus, the
rights of women both Black and
White have been stifled in the

power structure of this

problematic nation.
Women in South Africa face
conflicts similar to those in other
patriarchal capitalist societies;
however, due to the strict federal
control of political activities, the
parallel is not exact. The middle
class South African woman is
confined to the home, thus,
preventing her from developing a
political conscience of her own

through contact with other

women. The working class female
is employed out of the home and,
consequently, has a means to
begin contact with other women.
Socially defined roles, however,
hinder any political organization.
Black women, the most oppressed
group in South Africa, are
employed as domestic servants
and factory workers in the city if
they are kicky enough to get a
working permit. They are carefully
controlled by employers through
low wages and total political
oppression so that they have little
time or energy- - to develop any
effective political body. The
majority of Black women live in the
Reserves while the men work in
the mines or factories. There is
virtually no employment and the
land is. (or the most Dart, infertile.
These women are fighting for basic
survival and have no time for
political activity. This system of
migrant labor has been the most
destructive of all the unjust
by the
policies implemented

government.
Conditions in South Africa
rmiwi Crur 2k forrnnrct moupnvnt
similar to that in other Western
nations, but unique racial divisions
and a restrictive political system
make a unity between women of all

male
Feminism is a complex issue in
. the context of South Africa,
however, it is an issue that must be
addressed. In any country which
has such a racial and class
separation, a unified women's'
creating any unified struggle.
movement is nearly impossible to
d
Presently the most noted
women's group is The create. Elitist organizations such
Black Sash, a movement as the Black Sash serve more to
dedicated to civil rights and ease liberal White consciousness
education. The group consists of than attack the issue itself.'
Equality cannot be achieved by
g
middle
White,
bleeding
hearts calling emotionally
charitable
class women-whdo
deeds for Blacks; it is their White for equality,, it can only occur,
middle class, however,
that through major social changes. The
majority of White women, I
maintains so many in poverty.
'
Thus, although a women's believe, are not truly concerned
conscience exists, it is based on with the rights of their Black
contemporaries. They want
class identity and does not include
equality for themselves but are
women from all racial groups in
South Africa. The Black Sash is threatened by the thought of true
African equality.
virtually an ineffective, "Band Aid"
organization patching over the
hardships of the less fortunate in
an unjust society which their

Air-carri- er

above-groun-

.

co-worke-

o

jolted the attitudes

I

had

developed concerning myself and
the role of women in society.
Rights that I had always accepted
as normal in this- country were
-

nonexistent there. Consciousness
among women and men in South
Africa, I feel, is incredibly retarded.
Where I went to school, the
average female student, usually
White and English-speakinactively contributed to her own
g,

oppression

by accepting

male behavior and
conducting herself in a way that
degrading'

SAVE A LIFE

4.-0-0

p.m.

--

by Ian Hartrick
has taken a solid week's time
to begin to organize my thoughts
concerning
Milan Opocinskfs
convocation
on a Christian-Marxidialogue; it appeared so
seamless as to defy contrary
argument. Still, it left me disturbed
in a gut way. I felt as if a fine veneer
had been spread over wrenching
conflicts. There are at least four
great canyons that break any
permanent way of dialogue.
The first of these is the claim of
omnipotence by the Marxist state
Religious persecution is a corrirnon
enough fact both east and west but
unjust persecution because of acts
differs from persecution with the
intent to destroy aO religion.
Where religions survive under
Marxist states, ' they .suffer
debilitating conditions and are
forced to make bargains with the
powers that be just to maintain
themselves. Can integrity be held
under such narrow and servile

.

top airline, and aircraft

manufacturing executives to see
which regulations they wanted
eliminated. He promised them the
FAA would go "where you want to
on" and do "what vou want to do."
Possessed with this permissiveness, Helms announced that he
would not require any company to

or

otherwise. Marxism's "will to
power" does make it hard on allies.
The third problem is an ideal to
reality slippage. The laudable
humanitarian Marx is lost in the
turbulance of human failings. No
class is innocent. The vacuum of

st

1

power

.

'

--

-

tendency to devour their
--

Christian

or

post-revolutiona-

install a

situations draws the
loud and the vicious; insulated
from the responsibility by the holy
mantle of revolution, they proceed
to create a unique disaster of their
own. Marxism as a model for
social justice does have its
""'
drawbacks.
.The problem of human fallability
highlights an even more basic
problem of dialogue. The
Christian paradigm of human
vulnerability to evil seems to clash

with Marx's perfectable

proletariat. Both religions seem
intent on saving men but from
different devils and for different
V
reasons.
For even a nonChristian,: this
attempted mismatch is disturbing.
Has "social relevance" been sold
to the point where a one-way

union with materialism's dogmatic
final offer is accepted unconditionally? If so, the mainstream's
righteous protests against right
wing evangelism sound terribly
hollow.

collision-avoidanc- e

system unless it was necessary.
Presumably a major midair
collision would be necessary
before Helms replaces corporate
voluntarism on a
safety device with a mandatory
.. .
.standard.
Now from another quarter
comes warning signals via a
study from the National
Transportation Safety Board.
(NTCRl
' . tuhih" anliiTal
survivable air crashes since 1970.
The board reported' that "many of
the 1,850 injuries or - deaths in;
major' survivable air carrier
crashes since 1970. could. have
been prevented had. not aircraft
seats, occupant restraints or cabin
long-overd-

ry

--

Second, I daresay there might
be some problems with a religious
theory of revolution. Does
bloodshed sanctify or profane the
result? And what of that result?
Revolutions have an unfortunate,

handmaidens,

present in all'

.

0.

Center,

It

'

0

--

co-direct-

pilot flight time.

Helms has not learned the
lessons of the avoidable DC-1disaster near Paris in 1974. Wefl
before that crash, which took
more than 300 Eves, the FAA
became aware of the danger of the
DC-1The FAA administrator,
John Shaffer, agreed with a- McDonnell Douglas executive not
to issue an airworthiness directive
to fix the problem and instead
relied on an oral assurance by the
company. This is a strange way for
a law enforcement satety agency
.'
to operate.
Nonetheless, Helms recently
meeting with
held a closed-doo- r

SALIENCE

conditions?

Students interested in "Saving
A Life" may donate blood in
Westminster Church House
October 8th from 10:00 a.m. to

prevent fatigue. Helms is known to
want to cut back severely the
FAA's involvement in the issue of

rs.

--

English-speakin-

husbands propagate.
In the past, more powerful
women's organizations existed
such as unions and the African
Congress Women's
National
League, which battled against
Pass Laws prohibiting women
from living in' urban areas unless
employed. These organizations,
however, were broken up by the
government in the early 1960s, and
the leaders were jailed.
The time I spent in South Africa

currently are
restricted to 30 hours a week to
pilots

The majority of
class
women value their economic
position highly, and are thus willing
to be ignorant of conditions
around them. They prefer their
own secure and .submissive
lifestyle however blind it may
prove to be. It is much safer to
have Black women as maids than
Until women . are
willing to work for the equality of
all women in South Africa,
irregardless ' of class or race
distinction, no genuine achievements can be made. Apartheid is
an obvious evQ, but should not be
allowed to overshadow the issue of
women's rights in South Africa.
Margaret Metcaif, a senior
spent her sophomore Z year
studying ' at Rhodes University,
South Africa. She is now
of the Women's Resource

classes and races a difficult and
dangerous task to accomplish.
Although all the women in South
Africa face a common oppression,
their vast social and economic
differences prevent them from

by Margaret Metcaif
This week we have seen slide
shows and heard many lectures
about the evQs of racial apartheid
in South Africa, but one issue that I
feel has not been adequately dealt
with is the often ignored issue of
South African women. South
Africa is a country in which

d

safety.
5. A proposal to decrease the
flammability of crew uniforms.
6. A proposal to limit commuter
pilot flight time to 40 hours a week
instead of 70 hours a week.

?'
of South African Women
Class and Race Restrict Unityfurthered
upper
sexist response
UXJ

y

inventories of less safe tires.
4. A proposal to give the FAA

0,

DUNLEY DUNBAP FEDE2AL AJIMIOff ADWUNISTRMION.

tie--

ue

-

just-releas-

.

ed

--

furnishings failed."
;'
.The NTSB was referring to
hazardous levels of flammability of
cabin furnishings that release
deadly gases inside the fuselage,
- weak seats and belts, and blocked
'access to exits. Some of the
current FAA crashworthiness
standards were last updated "30
years ago," the study said in
strongly urging the FAA to get
moving on greater safety.
(Released by The Register and
:
Tribune Syndicate; 1 98 J)
--

-- -

.

.

-

-
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Access of ROTC Recruiters
To Student FUes Debated
for a legitimate educational interest and can't be' given to a person
who is not a part of the university."
according to Burrow.
,"But Lt Col. Bartelme is not
employed by this university,"
Burrow asserts. "He works at the '
University of Iowa, hot here."
Registrar Leahy says the Iowa
ROTC officials are - also UNI
officials because UNI has just
established a ROTC branch on its
'
campus. '
As Leahy recalls it. the UNI
Board of Regents had not yet
approved establishing the ROTC
branch when he released the
student records to Bartelme. but
that the Faculty Senate had
already approved bringing ROTC

rCedar Rapids. Ia (CPS)-Alo- ng
an Increasing number

of
student protests . against military
recruiters' access to school records,
two University of Northern Ipwa
students say they have formally
complained to the federal "government about UNPs release of a list of
about 500 students to a ROTC
recruiting officer.
DaThe
vid Burrow and Kris Baughmarv-sa- y
they filed a formal complaint
on August 28. However, the
federal agency to which they
U.S.Dept. of Educomplained-th- e
cation's Family Educational Rights
& Privacy Act Office (FERPA)-h- ad
not yet received the complaint
a week later.'
Both Burrow and UNI Registrar
Robert Leahy say the trouble
started last April when Li. Col
Michael Barteline. a ROTC officer
at the University of Iowa, asked for
a list of UNI students with grade
point averages over 2.9.
Leahy forwarded a listing of
each student, the student's. g.p.a.,
and other directory Information to
Bartelme, who in rum sent letters
inviting the students to join Army
ROTC scholarship.
"We just got a little suspicious"
that ROTC had gotten what
Burrow considered private information because "the letter said
something like 'since you have
such a good grade point average.'
Burrow recalls.
UNI rules about the privacy of
student records say "directory
information can be given out only
with

(

students-sophomo-

res

"

to UNI.

.

"About five, days before the
regents were to vote (on the ROTC
issue): I helped assist" 'Bartelme
with the student records. Leahy
said. "Everyone knew the regents
were going to approve it anyway "
' He decided to give Bartelme the
records even though the regents
hadn't voted! yet "because the
deadline for applying , for the
scholarships was two days before
the Board of Regents was to vote."
he says.
Leahy contends that the subsequent controversy was unwarranted because he was helping
arrange financial aid. 'not military
' ;
recruitment.
"The students saw it as a
recruitment letter, and it was a
scholarship letter." It had been
approved by the school's vice

-

.

-

HWkVP ANDlHLrCX Hfo Will

fLnumv

president for academic affairs, he
adds.
But Leahy says he's willing to
listen if the the government wants
to talk to him about it.
"If they decide we should have
waited five more days, that's fine.
In the future, we wouldn'do that"
statement like that is . all
. A
Burrow wants. "We ' want a
statement that says yes, the
registrar did act wrongly."
In Washington. D.C, Pat Baffin-oedirector of the Education
Dept.'s FERPA office, says such
statements are the usual punishments in cases of-- i improper
disclosure, though the government
. fcont. on p. 6)
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outstanding tnreatres, museums,
ethnic restaurants and . lively
'
hading centers, v v. "
points is comforting after incidents
like the previous occur. But
seriously', here's some advice to
underclassmen majoring in the
humanities. Consider applying for
the Newberry Library Program in
the Humanities and doing l.S.
Benefits of
away
from Wooster.'
.
..
:
I
i ouiwvrjiil
tne program oenniieiy

.-fri-

approached and sat down on the
other side of me. Feeling trapped,
scared and vulnerable, I quickly
stood up, politely excused myself
and made a quick exit -- to the

Standard Oil Buildina).

-

r-

'' .
the costs.
' The Newberry's, 'outstanding
collections , in " the' humanities,
history, Bterature, ' music, and
'

'

"

.

"

.

-

.

;

as-soo- h

-

-

y

mid-twentie- th

"

you're-iniereste-

1

'

"

'

."

p

S-A.-

B,

So

.--

.

find-organkDy-gr-

own

.

'

the trip to Sugarcreek, Ohio on
Saturday. . The group leaves at

y

-

ne

gray-haire- d,

d

Square, the heart of Wooster's
shopping district. Be sure and
check : out . Freecflander's, the
..grand-daddc4- - the department

't

"

chit-cha- t.

11:00 a.m.and returns by" 5:00
(Sign ups for the trip end Friday so
get to the S.A.B. office quickly!)
- If yotr can't take the whole day
off or you don't Eke cheese, think
about the grand Saturday morning
" shopping tour. Wooster really
comes alive on Saturday mornings
(much more than at night!). Take
the bus at 20 'til the hour and ride
through the residential section. It
eventually ends up at the Public

his

..

afternoons. This library might also
come in handy someday so at least
1 competition. Both are great for
'
know where it is:
stuff you didn't think anyone sold'
philosophy surpass those
you're
tired and
now
that
Well,
pants
and
well
work
as
anymore as
researcn maienaa oi nnwew
' ready to Jelax back in the quiet of
other staples of the college
across
bus
Woo,
the
catch
Camp
".
wardrobe.
explains that the library generally
25
the street from Buehler's
' For you more Bohemian types,
"confines itself to Western Europe
in
ride
comfort
after the hour, and
; see the local Goodwill shop about
traveling
alone.
comfortable
and the Americas, covering from
Iy
20 for
back to Uwry-(ona block south of the square on--r
went
days
a
to
later
I
Three
the Middle Ages to the end of the
'
"
'
-EI Porst
Market Actually, Thursdays, are ' students).
shop
Napoleonic era in Europe to the
an.
have
to
camera
a quick bite to eat
- revolutionary
period - in Latin
the, best day for Goodwill, after : 1 . Catch
repaired.
ft.
in.,
A
4
5
500
lunch
because
for
they get in a new shipment, but go ' as Lowry opens
War I inNorth
with
World
Italian
man
a
and
rotund
America
youU want to be out in front of LC
into
look on Saturday just to get some
pencil
with
moustache
heavy
.
excursions
accent,
America
the first van
nbieteenth-centurEngland,
ideas. They have furniture, lots of. at 12 noon to catch
reeking
of
coffee
and
breath
the
and
over to the roller arena. I have cigarette smoke greeted me. He . the Middle West and the
shirts and sweaters, books, shoes,'
heard that this place must be seen offered me coffee and explained
glasses, toys you name it all at
century. :
,
unfortunately, I
but,
believed
be
to
r
for
It
great
remotely
is
prices.
very low
If you're even
wait until his son
have sprained my ankle so 1 can't that Fd have to
costumes and party materials so
knew more interested, talk to .the program
his
son
since
returned
d,
K
personallytest it out.
; stop down before your next leisure
cameras than he did. advisor, Dr William Albert
get your knee pads or about fixing
Haydetv Schilling' kv the History
suit party.
if he thought it would be
I
asked
your
disco skirt (whichever is
Department. Despite unnerving
Another interesting stores to
idea.
no
had
expensive
but
he
speed), and your money ready,
friendly
incidents occurring, it is easy to
in
browse and buy in is the Wooster
a
asked
Then
he
because you can rent skatesat the manner, "You need some money?
on the corner of
Food Co-oarena. This trip is also sponsored I give you ten doDars," he said, writing I.S. here in the library.
Giant and W. North Streets. It has
You can sign up on
by
front
the
a greenhouse attached to
I've grown accustomed to many
winking a licentious eye.. "You
Friday.
Inside
'
miss.
to
hard
little
a
it's
so
Chicago
back,
residents, like the spiders
seven
o'clock
come
around
your Saturday was exciting, tonight, okay?"
you wiB ;
and other assorted
roaches
and
of
pace
the
vegetables, great cookbooks, T-- . eventful, hectic and the
something
unidentifiable
Mumbling
insects that
about
and
city is just too much for you? On being busy, I
shirts, yummy cookies, all types of
apartment
myself,
throughout
the
creep,
not
excused
Lowry
at
grains, nuts and flours, plus lots - Sunday meet in front of
exit.-- .
Raid in
quick
Black
my
politely,
made
spraying
a
and
despite
so
- morel If you are on food service, - 1:00 p.m. withyourbikeandtakea "Why am I here in this city? TMs every crevice and crack.
relaxing tour around Wooster to man makes Chaucer's miller in the youU still find lots of good
I'm still unaccustomed to
see the Fall Foliage. (Yesj I know it Canterbury Tales look like Billy theBut
rnunchies to keep in your room. If
more interesting, though
even
isn't out yet but that's what S.A.B. Braham. I've heard men at unnerving, human residents.
- you're , not on Food Service, be
this little trip.) If you don't
- - Diana Troyer
,.;
"sure to check into theirit calls
Wooster's - section parties use Kike or you're short of time,
a
have
'
membership policies because
approachessubtle
more
consider walking - down to So why am 1 here? Ah, yes, now I r FresHrriari Awarded
might be just what you've been
"
- Christmas Run Park. Go west on
looking for.
;
'
The Reverend and Mrs. John
University past McGaw till you get remember. I.S.
After you've cruised the
I decided to apply for,
spring
Godocik,
of Portland, PennsylLast
to Quinby, then turn left and walk
downtown area and stopped into a
.
I'd
4
receive
since
program
just been informed
have
the
vania,
till
before
the
just
blocks
about
stores, walk. tip "Market
. few
for
2
I.S.
and
for
daughter,
two
: Ruth E.
credits,
their
that
Turn right. In about
towards Buehler's to the Wayne - high school. youll
I.S.
15
in
I
freshman
at The
history.
could
write
a
Godocik,'
be in the park.
two blocks,
County Public Library. Don't
dragging
it out .College of . Wooster, has been
of
instead
weeks
weekend,
have
you
nice
a
think I'm crazy, know we have a . Hope
represent her church
Stay tuned for more fabulous hints over 20 and had the extrabenefit selected to
library right here on campus, but
Academy in the Society
Blair
and
a
having
wonderful,
of
go.
to
where
and
on what to do
the Public Library is much better
of Distinguished American High
. adventurous experience by living
from the newspaper in Wooster
fiction to
. when it comes to current
School Students.
largest
city
the.
third
rV
nation's
in
-.
while away yout sunnyv Sunday ' the Voice.
.

something all the time, so what do
you do? That's what this column is
designed to do; to give you ideas
for what to do on a Saturday
' morning or when mom and dad
and little sis come up to visit over
Homecoming Weekend. Wooster
and the' area surrounding if has
bts of unusual places to check
"out, and you really should soak up
some of this Ohio atmosphere
before you leave for the big city to
make your fame and fortune.
To start
Enough of the
off your wonderful adventure in
Woo-lanthink about making a
trip with S.A.B. One of the hardest
things about seeing much outside
of Wooster proper is transportation. If you don't have a car or have
access to one you should consider

.

Meanwhile,

that boasted three of the world's
seven tallest buildings" (Sears
Tower. John Hancock Center and

Once inside, my appetite for a
,previously delicious meat loaf .
sandwich had vanished and I again
wondered, "Why am I here in this
city? I could be enjoying the safety
of eating Howard RaberY tasty
entrees in Kittredge or Lowry."
After tucking those incidents in
the ; back v of my mind and.
developing a "street sense," I felt

".-

'

the Colleger doesn't have

--

library.

-

--

ex-Mari-

r.

' stores, and Annat's, their number

:

-(cont. from p.
library in downtown Chicago,: a
man with only two yellowed, lower
teeth struck up a conversation.
Without my asking, he told me
his life story of being an
and Vietnam vet who had been
jailed, unjustly of course, for three
years and had been knifed and
robbed just last evening of $150.

-

-

--

PERIMETERS
by Dense Ahkjuist . . " "
:. Have you been wondering just
exactly what people do around
here- for entertainment? Not
everyone goes to the College and

Senior I.S. a3)Worthwhile Adventure'

.

.

-

Tr6CUJXKi:2:;S-

end

.

--

--

-

.

.

--

.

,
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:

.
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Here in Wooster
also how their work relates to the
rest of society. His ability to make
complex subjects intelligible is
partly a function of his own
excitement.
He also lets his excitment show
through in his articles on mountain

by Susan Figge
the name of a little
known Scottish economist? an
imaginary developing country? a
Is Soohnibor

new

economic theory? At

Wednesday's convocation

Richard Reimer, professor of
economics at Wooster, will reveal
this closely gqarded secret and
suggest some economic policy
alternatives in such critical areas
as unemployment and income
distribution.
On Thursday evening, October
8th, at 8:15 p.m. in Mateer
auditorium, Jeremy Bernstein,
physicist and Phi Beta Kappa
visiting scholar, will speak about

..A

An enthusiastic
mountaineer, he is honest enough
to declare in print that of the
50,000 members of the French
Alpine Club, he is the most
chicken. Still, he finds in climbing
the satisfaction of conquering his
deepest fears. Bernstein's lecture
promises to be important to all of

climbing.

--

"One Culture or None." The
question of two cultures the
humanities and the sciences, with
their attendant and very different
methods, goals, perhaps even
values, certainly predates CP.
Snow. But the issue has become
ever more crucial to us as areas of
the sciences become increasingly
specialized and more impenetrable for the lay person, on the
one hand, while, on the other,
representatives of both cultures
recognize as never before the
need for raising the value
questions embedded in hundreds
of years of the western humanistic
Jeremy Bernstein speaks on science and the humanities on tradition. The split has not always
been a fact of life. In the 18th
Oct. 8 at 8:15 p.m.
century Goethe could still write
Faust and contribute original
research in the areas of geology,
botany and optics. Professor
Bernstein promises to help us see
why and whether the two cultures
Ferris Professor of Journalism at can continue to
by Karla McPherson
As a
The College community is Princeton University. In addition science writer for the New Yorker,
looking forward to a visit next to some forty technical papers in Bernstein has- shown not only
week by Jeremy Bernstein, this physics, Professor Bernstein has what scientists do and why, but
year's Phi Beta Kappa Visiting written eight books and numerous
Students Question
Scholar. He will give a major articles on popular science,
climbing,
travel.
mountain
and
or
entitled
Culture
"One
address
ROTC Rofat to Records;
None" on Thursday evening, Among his books are Analytical
Recruiters' Actions Just?
October 8, at 8:15 am, in Mateer Engine: Computers, Past,
auditorium. (Please note that the Present, and Future, Ascent, and
(conf. from p. 5)
Cultural Events calendar Albert Einstein. His most recent could' impose an "ultimate sancincorrectly lists this event for book is Hans Bethe: Prophet of
federal
tion" of "termination
October 6.) Professor' Bernstein, Energy. Bernstein has won several
education funds."
who is professor of physics at awards for his writing, including
Typically, if a school improperly
Stevens Institute of Technology the 1979 Brandeis Creative Arts disclosed private student records,
and a staff writer for The New Medal for general information.
"well try to call the school first, and
In addition to his major evening
Yorker, describes this address as
attempt informally to change their
an attempt to bring C. P. Snow up address, Professor Bernstein will practices. We don't like to come in
to date are there still two be meeting with several groups of as the
feds."
cultures and, if so, can we afford students during his visit, ranging
with
says
Ballinger
the adthat
from composition classes to a joint
them?
military
registration,
"we
of
vent
Bernstein comes to us with a meeting of the chemistry and
from
of
questions
get
lot
a
physics
clubs.
Wooster
The
distinguished and varied
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa is schools" about what information
background. He has held appointhey should or should not give out
tments at the Institute for pleased to be able to sponsor the
to military recruiters.
visit of this noted science writer
Advanced Study in Princeton,
The answer is generally that
encourages
scholar,
the
and
and
Brookhaven National Laboratory,
to take "the school can release (directory
Rockefeller University, New York College community
information about the student) to
University, and the University of advantage of this opportunity.
the recruiters, but it's not required
named
1980
was
he
Islamabad. In
to. It's their choice," she explains.
Under the federal Privacy Act, a
school must post "public notice"
of the items it considers to be
"directory information' about the
student. A student then has 15
(cont. from p. 3)
days in which to inform the school
China, with nearly a billion mouths to feed, has taken steps to that he or she does not want that
rejuvenate its private agricultural market. In Poland farmers are seeking information released.
an independent union to represent their interests while Prime Minister
"It's one of the few instances in
Jozef Pinkowski a strong communist in name has been slowly the law in which a person's silence
working to decentralize the state agricultural bureaucracy. Indeed,
is consent," Ballinger points out.
Pinkowski has been encouraging private farming.
She says that "a very, very small
President Reagan, if so moved, could use the World Bank's report as a percentage of students respond"
blastless weapon against Communist insurgence into fhe less developed
to the public notice by barring the
sections of the world. Preaching the benefits of free markets, and school from releasing the
markets which deal openly with the West and other developing states, information.
Mr. Reagan might encourage governments like India's, to reverse
Nevertheless, the number of
airs, or even permit adaptation of Soviet economic policies.
inquiries ' about military and
What we have to offer is much superior, and the price is far cheaper. government access to student
The President has already made some wise moves. Trade barriers for records has increased since
some products produced in developing nations have been lifted, and military registration began in July,
markets have been opened to nations which did not pass former
1980, according to both Ballinger
President Carter's aimless "human rights" policy.
and Trudy Haydn, a privacy
To nations not wanting what we proffer, the alternative is simple: stifle expert with the American Civil
along with the Communists.
Liberties Union fn Washington."

(cont. from p. 3)

abortion seem to reflect those of
the public at large, according to a
recent Stanford study. "Students
are struggling more and more with
the issue of abortion, but what
they ultimately do hasn't changed
a lot," says Dr. John Dorman of
Stanford.
National statistics for abortions
among college women do not
exist. But spot checks suggest
abortion is a frequently-chosealternative.
At the Gainesville Women's
Health Center next to the
University of Florida, about
n

30-5- 0

abortions per, week
18-to-24-year--

old

t.

-

of

-

.

governments are members. We
want to make people aware of
what their student activity dollars
are going for."
LIFE also is trying to establish
"maternal aid funds" for female
students who opt to carry
s

then-pregnancie-

to term rather than
get abortions.
Planned Parent hood's Davidoff
feels "we're still in a state of
inactivity and passivity" that is
allowing Right to Life groups to
gain unchecked momentum on

campuses.
She hopes to "see a resurgence

of campus-relateactivities if
young people feel their rights to
free choice are being threatened."
d

One of the
groups on campuses is
probably the Harvard Scientists
most-activ-

for Reproductive
(HSRF),

e

pro-aborti-

on

Freedom

has launched

which

petition drives to discredit

unscientific contentions that life
beoins at conceotion.
' The mix of militant
groups and defensive abortion
s
advocates frequently has proven
speculate unreported operations explosive. Last semester protests
and counter-protest- s
marched .
might swell the number to 400.
The university made just 60 across the Michigan State campus
its as groups noisily argued whether
abortion referrals in 1971-7to stop the MSU Clinical Center
first year of existence.
"I would like to believe (college from performing abortions.
"We do not have an abortion
women) are not getting abortions
with the same kind of impunity clinic. We never did have one, and
that they did in the past," Dorman we never planned to establish
says. "There is a greater concern one," says William Schonbein of
and sensitivity that students go the clirtical center, "It was a moot
through over abortion, but their issue all along."
"I don't know why they
end decision is still the same."
"We do have many members on protested," he reflects. Maybe if
college campuses," says' Dan we' had a winning football team,
Donehey of Right To Life's they'd focus their energy on that
instead. I don't know."
national office in Washington.
Right To Life, however, does not
have "any programs specifically
aimed at the college market."
The American Life Lobby (ALL)
does. Last year, ALL organized a
"Clean Up America, Shoot A
special department to coordinate
Queer" was the message on one
efforts on campuses.
poster wielded by U. of Florida
"We're trying to organize all the
students protesting Gay Blue
college Right to Life groups in the
Jeans Day by jeering at passersby
Deger,
country," says Jim
director
who wore jeans. Six students from
of the Life Issues in Formal
the
rally
Education (LIFE) division of ALL.
including several fraternity
"We plan to develop some form
irnemor lace possioie Disof cooperation, sharing and
ciplinary action for, among other
exchange of ideas among' the
things, setting up a petition calling
'
50,000 college .students for public execution of gays.
nationwide who belong to college
An anti-gaamendment,
pro-lifgroups."
designed to keep homosexuals
Deger says LIFE gives "the
from organizing on college
(organizing) technology to college
campuses, has come before the
groups that they can use. This is
Florida legislature. Sponsored by
greatest
we
of
aid
area
can be
the
Rep. Tom Bush, R Ft. Lauderdale,
'
'
in."
the measure says state funds shall
He also aims to defuse
not
be used to finance colleges
efforts.'
that recognize or assist "anu aroun
" "Right now the biggest program
or organization that recommends '
is the awareness project of the U.
or advocates sexual relations
S. Student Association,'' she .says.
between persons not married to
USSA "lobbies for abortion on
other." each
Capitol Hill. Most students are not
--

anti-aborti-

on

.

2,

d

pro-Mosco- w

even aware their student

--

-

.--

Spence Praises Free Market System

are

performed. Most-- according to
Nancy Breeze, an area counselor,
single,
were for
white women having their first
pregnancy.
However, Breeze points out
that the center draws women from
a& over north Florida.
There have been about 200
abortions reported per year since
1977 among Cornell women,
though some university officials

Addresses College Thursday

heavy-hande-

attitudes toward

Student

Phi Beta Kappa Scientist

co-exis-

Week at Wooster:
On Sunday afternoon, October
4th, at 4:30 p.m., John Russell of
the music faculty will give an organ
recital at the First Presbyterian
Church. Charlie Chaplain gives a
devastatingly funny and brilliant
impersonation of Adolf Hitler in
The Great Dictator, Wednesday,
Oct. 7th in the Film Preview Room
of Andrews Library.

Abortion Controversy Continues
To Cause Campus Conflict

r

--

'us, whichever culture captures
our imagination and informs our
view of the world.
Other Events of Note This

'

.

Sexual Freedom
Tested in Florida

anti-abortio-

n

anti-homosexu-

al

--

1

1

1

.

y

--

e

pro-abortio- n

--

'.--

"
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Focus Gallery Features
Local Women's Artwork
The works of potter Bonnie
Gordon and photographer Lenore
McCracken will be featured in the
Wooster Art Center's Focus Gal-- ,
lery from October
Both
women are residents of Seville, but
both are originally from the
Cleveland area.
Following in her father's footsteps,
Gordon studied painting at Ohio
University, graduating in 1968.
After six years of painting, she
began to
the field of
3-3- 1.

.

re-explo- re

ceramics. Then, because she
missed painting, Gordon started to
incise designs into her pots. This
shapes
led to clay applique-cutti- ng
from clay slabs and applying them
to the surface of the pots. Glazing
these "appliqued" pots became a
new problem for Gordon. Unlike
many potters who dip their pots in
glaze, Gordon must handpaint
each pot to control the hard, crisp
edges of color. v

lArOrarUm studied ohotoa- -

University of Akron, graduating in
1972. Her education ' in photography has dealt with photography
as an art form, but in her work as a
photographer for the Medina
County Gazette, she has crossed
as well.
over to phot
Her subjects include people, landscapes, still lifes, and textural
studies.
The Focus Gallery show is
Gordon and McCracken's first
joint effort, but both have
exhibited extensively at area
shows including Medina's Art in
the Park, the BrecksviHe Art Mart,
Baycrafters juried shows, San
Hywet's Ohio Mart, and the Art
Center's Summershow 1981 in
which both artists received awards
of merit.
The exhibition will be open to
the public at no charge during Art
Center office hours Tuesday
through Friday from 8:30 am 4:30
nm and on Saturday from 8:30am- 6-journa-

lism

Richardson House's TACE" Keeps
Up With Marrifolcl Political Interests
(cont. from p. 2).

can never escape

-

these aims and goals, P.A.C.E.
various
shall be sponsoring
speakers for the purposes of
furthering the program of political
shall also be
awareness.
sponsoring a campus
table', a regular
column to the Voice, as well as
other Vet to be determined
functions. The bottom line for our
part is, of course, to entice
.

P-A.C-

.E.

voter-registrati-

on

.

members of this campus

--

-

community "to think about the
issues of national and world
import. ..and to "contribute in a
positive and constructive way to
the understanding thereof.
We close with the axiom "man

This etching is part of the "Anthony Gross 50 Years of Etching and Engraving" exhibit displayed
in Severance Hall through October 2nd. Gross, a major British artist for over six decades, has
shown his paintings and drawings throughout France and England in addition to doing lustratEtching. Engraving. and ItagSo Printmaking.
d
ions for novels and writing his own
Photo by Sue Mertz.
v
book-entitle-

being

"

governed.
The decision of
whether you wiO govern yourself
or will submit to being governed by
others is entirely yours, to accept
is to accept the
self-governan-

Theater Dept. Puts on a New Face;
Classes Overflow Due to Revisions

ce

responsibility of being politically
aware of the events shaping the
world around you and be prepared
to make the intelligent decisions
which affect you in that world.
Similarly, to deny this acceptance
is to invite imposed rule over your
life. Think about it.. .the decision is
'
entirely yours.

. .
-

--

Respectfully submitted,
Richardson House for
Political Awareness

.

by Edith McGandy
The new theater department,
approved by the faculty last
spring, is now a firm reality. In the
spring, Dean HoUiday noted that
"the new theater program would
be a visible and significant step in
addressing
what we consider to be
a true v liberal arts : experience.'
Annetta Jefferson,: currently
acting as head of the new
department, feels strongly that the
College took a necessary step in

forming the theater department.

'
The department's . budding
inclination toward experimental
theater Is demonstrated by the
choice of Fishmonger for. this fall,
written and directed by Jefferson
herself. Jefferson intends to
change some of the assumptions
that students and other theater- goers have , had , in the past

There are at present thirteen
declared theater majors, but
.

Jefferson expects- more
-

upperclassmen to declare as the
year progresses. The new classes
in the department, available for the
first time this fall, are filled beyond
their limits with interested

.

students. Theater

--

.

100 . for concerning the purpose of
example. Theater Appreciation,' - Shoolroy. Auditorium.. It is not
has thirty-eigh- t
students enrolled simply for "project" type material
in it and an extensive waiting Est.
which--som- e
people assume is
It is not hard to understand the . . lower quality. Fishmonger will be
students interest in the Theater entered in a competition of the
Appreciation'' course. Jeffeson,
American Theatre Association
Hanson and Schutz are Festival. The lack of a theater
cooperatively teaching Theater
department rendered Wooster
Appreciation,'' which is described ,, formerly unable 'to compete in
by the syllabus as: "an such an event.
-.
,
.
examination of plays ' from the
faculty
The theater department
perspective of playwright, t includes
the new dance instructor
performer, director, designer and
Jean-An- n
M.
Wooster,
at
manager with the goal of
studied at
has
Marshall.
She
increasing understanding of the
theater arts. The students must Bowling Green State University,
her Masters from Ohio
read and become actively involved and has
University.
She specializes
State
with four plays by Sophocles,
movement and
in
stage
and
dance
Ibsen, Shakespeare and IonescoT"
has brought these aspects of her
The academics requirements
knowledge to the new theater
for completing the new major
department.
The department is
include
thesis
and
a
senior
a senior , awaiting
,
of another
addition
the
project. The theater project wiTJ
fuO time, faculty member ' to
slightly
change
in character from
- ;
their staff."'
the projects formerly associated complete
hoping
that there
Jefferson is
with theater at Wooster. There are
among
extensive prerequisites for the will be "100 subscribers
faculty for this season" which
the
senior project which vary would indicate support of the new
depending on its nature. More
.
department.
experimental
theater will be theater
hope to be
Any
can
subscribers
encouraged, exemplifying the
fuDythis season. Plays
trend in the department as a rewardedinclude
The Fishmonger,
come
to
'
whole.
.

by David1 Ward
John M. Russell, organist, will
present a faculty recital this
Sunday afternoon at 4:30 p.m. on
the First Presbyterian Church of
Wooster's new pipe organ. The
magnificent

instrument,

hand-

crafted by Karl Wilhelm of
Quebec, Canada, is less than one
year old. Mr. Russell's recital will
include works by JL S. Bach,
Walt her, Cesar Franck, and
' Charles-Mari-e
Widor.
Russell received his B.M. from
OberEn College Conservatory of
- Music and his M.M. from Boston
"University School of Fine Arts
where, he studied with Haskell
:

.

Thomson and Max Miller,

.respectively.
--

Mr.

Russell

has

offered organ recitals at

Mkkflebury College, ; Harvard
University, Methuen Memorial
Music Hall and at The College of
Wooster. As Associate Professor
'of Music at the College, Mr.
Russell teaches music theory,
-

-

-

"

u2

organ and conducts 'the Concert
Choir and the Wooster Chorus.
He is also Director of Music at
First Presbyterian Church.
The. College - community is'
encouraged to attend this recital,
as the caliber of both the instrument and the musician promise an
afternoon of fine music.

.

.

-

.

..

-

.'-

-

..-

:

,

.

Theater

391-39- 2

is:a theater , Antigone

(by Anoullh) and
Camelotjn the spring. There will
be numerous student and dance
performances : to complete the
schedule throughout the year. -

internship program, in New York.
It is only one '"of many new
opportunities available for theater- -

Shooting Causes Tighter Regulations;
Mmonnes vaii Charges Lhscrimaiatory
shooting during
An
a, dance in May led to tighter
regulations for events held in Ohio
State U.'s student unions and
commons areas. New guidelines
advertising
prohibit
and extension of any event past 1
- and, require checking of

student . IDs at the door.
Sponsoring groups wiO be held
responsible for all damages in the
future and will have to pay for

on-camp-us

--

.

off-camp-us

a--

m.

,

additional police protection. Clack
students claim the guidelines are
discrwninatory and wiS isolate
QSU mirtorities. " .
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Brutus Predicts Liberation-Concerneby U.S. Policy

he said.
By the early 1900's, black
Africans had turned toward a

by Robin Wilson

South African students and
other organizations at the College
of Wooster are hosting lectures
and discussions this week on the
implications of .apartheid the
segregation of races arid
sustained rule by the white
minority regime in South Africa.
For Dennis Brutus, a native
African from Rhodesia who spoke
at Wednesday's convocation,
simply, hearing and talking about
this oppressive regime and the
black Africans' struggle for
liberation is not enough. "You
must all realize the appalling
prospect that people of the United
States may soon be laying down
their Hves...for an immortal cause
in behalf of a losing cause in the
battlefields of Africa," he said.
Brutus is sure that the blacks
wiO win their struggle against a
white regime which represents
less than 4 million people in a
country where there are some 450
million inhabitants. According to
Brutus, who was exiled by South
Africa after being held as a political
prisoner there for his opposition to
apartheid, South Africans are

peaceful

r
i

W

i.

Dr. Nana Seshibe addressed the issues of Bantu Education and women's action in South Africa
"
during Africa Week. Photo by Eric Johnston.

U.S. Corporate Presence Propagates
Structure of South African Apartheid
(cont. from p.
Ministry of Defense to put down
any black rebellion that might
occur. Ford, another corporation
1)

based in South Africa;

manufactures cars for the military
and police (Schmidt).
Blacks comprise the cheap
labor employed in the mines and
factories which produce the
needed resources for the

signs from lunch

employing mainly skilled
employees. A minimum of black
South Africans are included in
corporate training programs.
Reform of American corporate
conduct in South Africa has been

essentially intact.
The nondefinearion of work
grades in broad job categories
means that signatories do not have
to distinguish between managers
of a company cafeteria and
managers of overseas financial
affairs (Schmidt). This can mean
the misrepresentation of blacks in
what appear to be supervisory
jobs. In many industries, the
supervision of whites by blacks is

activist Rev. Leon Sullivan during
his membership on the board of
General Motors, h was originally
applauded by both American
business and government officials
for its progressive nature as a
means of bringing peace to South
Africa.
The principles "called for
workplace,
desegregation
fair employment practices, equal
pay for equal work, job training

Another technique used by
American companies to present
the facade of promoting black
workers into skilled positions and,
thus, better wages, is through job
fragmentation. When a white
worker is promoted, hisher
former job is divided between two
black workers with reduced
responsibility and wages.
The discrepancy between what
the principles call for and what is
accepted as compliance with the
principles by the companies
reveals the weakness of the

corporation's skilled white

workers. Corporations are

capital-intensiv-

e,

attempted through the introduction of the Sullivan Principles in
1977. The six principles were
conceived by black civil rights
-

discriminatory

of-t-

he

and advancement and improvement in the quality of worker's
--

fives" (Schmidt). Events following
the appearance of the Sullivan

Principles, such as various
uprisings and the movement of
divestment in the U.S., prompted
nervous American corporations in
South Africa to enact the Sullivan
Principles.
These companies,
referred to as signatories, number
143 out of the approximately 400
U.S. companies in South Africa.
Many civi rights activists view
the reformist approach of the
Sullivan Principles as mere
window-dressin-

g.

Signatories

monitor their own progress via a
questionnaire twice a year.
Penalties for noncooperation and
with the
for noncompliance
employment practices, however,
do not exist.
The principles have a minimal
effect upon black South African
workers because only J2 are
employed by the signatories.
Signatories who have reported

their progress illustrate the

perversion of reform attempts.

Some

companies remove

white-owne-

Those interested in learning
more about the South African
situation are urged to consult the
following

company reported in 1978 that it
had spent $67,000 on training for
whites and only $3,300 on training
for blacks. Technically, the
company is in compliance with the
principles and making "acceptable
progress" in its reform measures.
The guidelines of the SuOivan
Principles have been openly
accepted by the South African
government mainly because they
pose no real threat to the system
of Apartheid. AO companies in
South Africa are subject to the
National Supplies Procurement
Act and the Protection of Business
Act. The first "empowers the
Minister of Economic Affairs to.
order any company to manufacture on demand any product the
government determines to be
essential to nation security"
(Schmidt). While the U.S. had a
similar policy which it enacted
during World War II, the policy in
South Africa is applicable in peace
time as weO.
The second law renders the

passing of any business

publications: Decoding

Corporated Camouflage,

Elizabeth Schmidt, 1980; Africa:
Guardian; American University
Held Staff Reports:"Can Business
Save South Africa?" Joseph W.
Eaton, 1980.

"
--

government will be treated as an
ally and as Edward Meese assures
the South African governor that
the United States will be friendly to
what Brutus calls ' the white
oppressive regime.
In addition, Brutus pointed out
that the United States is already
supplying South Africa with
nuclear fuel and allowing South
Africans to train with the U.S.
military. Just last week, he said,
the apartheid rugby team of South
Africa stopped in the United
States to strike up a friendship.
"We will see cultural, snort and
academic exchanges go on
between apartheid and America,"
he concluded.
"

d

--

--

Three Plays Comprise
Performances in New England Territory

illegal.

principles to work reform
measures. One computer

subhumans by the "ruthless white
regime" which denies them
citizenship in the country in which
they were born. They are forced to
work in
companies
and have no political rights, he
said. .
Brutus explained that it has
been this way since the struggle
against colonial occupation began
300 years ago when the first Dutch
settlers came to Africa. "For 200
years there was resistance to this,"

increased
years of

that the 'South African

treated as foreigners and

.

political

for

and
After . 50

freedom.

--

information outside the country a
criminal offense unless first
approved by the South African
government. These laws restrict
the reporting of signatories to their
home company.

rooms and bathrooms only to
replace them with signs set aside
for "hourly workers" and "salaried
workers." Because blacks are
usually hourly workers and whites
are salaried segregation is left

struggle

attempts at unsuccessful peaceful
with their white
negotiations
rulers, however,-- they took up
weapons and in 1961 formed a
liberation army which is currently
engaged in an armed struggle
against apartheid and the regime
which supports it. This time, many
black South Africans struggling for
liberation are willing to die for their
rights, Brutus said, and he is sure
they will win the fight.
But Brutus is concerned with
the U.S. government's support of
the white rulers. The odds are
stacking up against black South
Africans fighting for freedom, he
said, as President Reagan declares

--

A

-

representation

.

--

d

Rag:A-Muffin- s'

by Adrienne Packer
After weeks of hard, tiring
practice, there is nothing as
rewarding as having the audience

greet your performance .with
tumultuous applause. This is true
in anything (sports, music,
theatre) that you strive to
accomplish. This was true in the
case of the Rag-- Muffins. Rag
was a nickname for the
Rag A Muffin Stage Co. II, an
summer theater
"educational"
group .under the direction of
professor Jerry Hansen, in the
Speech department. It was a
group of 12 students talented in
various areas such as ballet,
mime,

composition,

character-actin-

g

During their tour, the

Rag-A-Muffi-ns

England, from Pennsylvania to
Maine, staying in homes, tents,

.

comedy,

Rag-A-Muffi-

ns

performed three plays.
They were: Fantasticks, a famous
tale of pirates, bandits, and Indians
that has captivated audiences for
over 17 years; Stueeney Todd the
Barber, a Victorian melodrama
.

rehearsals continued until the
beginning of July when the
left Wooster and began
their tour.
They barnstormed all over New

A-Muff- ins

A

musical

the theater winter quarter and

started rehearsals. These

.U.

--

n

J T.JJ

II I

who performs dastardly deeds by '
turning rus customers mio meat-pies- .
The hero. Mark the Sailor.
turns up in the end to save the day,
and Todd gets his due. Songs and

and other shelters between July
and the end of August. The
performed 52 shows in
approximately 45 days in various
places ranging from church
basements and camps to private
homes. The audience varied in
size with the smallest comprising
three people and the largest being

--

Rag-A-Muffi-ns

this productionr The third play.
Fmm the I rmei rtl Nrtrt :' un
children's musical 'which was
written, produced and directed by

'

'

2,000.

and

Ohb Grafts ExKtxt acarrrriet Feast

improvisation. These students had
also been professionally trained.
During the remainder of this .are a canvas with stitching on it
The 12 Rag-- Muffins were Alison
(oy ;
Bove,
(until Sunday, October 4) wracn is called
week
Lisa
Brown,
Amos, Barb
and a coiled rope .
Norene Walworth, Mimi Richman, the Ohio Crafts exhibit is being JackirvrtSmith,
with iArim rc rnlnns nf
Mike Reed, Peter Neuman, John . shown at Frick Art Museum. The turn
mat ts cauea iNovemoer
Ebert, Sven Asnien, Tonv Truss theme of the .show is lifestyles in tnreaa
i inert", fhu' .lui-k-f
the 1980s. In the exhibit are 50
and Glenn Becker.
Rag-Muffin Stage Co." II, gorgeous pieces of craftmanship . This sculpture truly resembles the
which was under the direction of that were made by 45 people from ; mellowness of a November sunset
with its red and orange. All in all, ;
Dr. Jerry Hansen, was the second all over Ohio.' These - include
feast-fo- r
group of Rag-- Muffins. The first weaving, glass, silver, metal work, this exhibition is a gourmet
rwell
eyes
worth
and
the
produced
soft sculpture which looks as
group was successfully
j
and directed by Dr. Hansen at though it is made out of the same " seeing..
College in New material as stuffed animals are,
r
Hampshire. Because the first racu pottery whose name denotes
THE
group was so successful, Dr. the feel of its surface, and wall
Hansen decided to do the same hangings. There are four major
thing at Wooster. In order to types of wall hangings. They are
A in IM Coll
MJi. SHOP
accomplish this he formed a group leather, wool, canvas, and rope.
- .Shopping Camar
r
All
interesting,
of
are
them
and
two
were
who
together
12
students
of
26284r. . ...
interested in almost all aspects of are beautiful. The beautiful ones
A

.4-iJOwnr-

Tep

.

,

.

.

Was-lcemAti-

V

--

A

--

A

,

--

.

Colby-Sawye-

'.

:

--

.

--

--
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Pinkard Serves as Director of Black Student Affairs

L

by Jerry Thompson ;;;
Mr. Elfred A. (Tony) Pinkard is
serving as the Director in the
Office of Black Student Affairs this
-

Sections Deny
by 1985
Demise
p. I
(cont.

year as a replacement, for Dr.
Kenneth ' Goings,

on leave in
Pinkard
California.
comes to Wooster from Harvard,
where he is presently completing
his dissertation in the field of
Educational Administration.
Wooster was a logical choice for
Pinkard, since the topic of his
doctoral thesis is "the response of
a small, liberal arts' college, as an
organization, to an increased
number of black students," and,
- more specifically, the "structural
changes" which have occurred as
a part of this response. When the
position at Wooster. became
available,. Pinkard saw it as an
. opportunity to combine "interest
and practical experience," while
writing his dissertation at the same
time; as a result, The College of
Wooster wiD serve as the focus of
'
his thesis. Pinkard views the primary issue

from
. taking

Berkeley,

part in
collegelike
activities." . These
community
students also think section parties
could be replaced with different
types of social activity." One
sophomore man told about a tea
held by a National Fraternity, at
Allegheny College. That is more
his style of socializing, he added.
But section members say that

--

they are not just on campus to
provide parties. Rather, they are
mainly interested in the brother:
hood provided by living together.
"Having parties is just our way of
opening up to the campus," said
Blake Rhein, president of seventh
section. Rhein also pointed to
intramural snorts as another
.

function of sections.
That most people are not aware
of the sections' other activities
shows that there is a communication gap between sections and the
rest of campus over what the
sections' role is on campus, Rhein
pointed out. This gap was likewise
cited by nearly au section officers
as the bottom line to problems
sections are experiencing today

moderately declining
ship.

member-

.

Both

students . and the

administration "only see sections
when they are having a good time
so they think aD we do is get
drunk," explained Rhein. The
section president says he would
like to remove this stigma by '
stressing the camaraderie of both
intra-ann
fife. "We
are all in jeopardy, so aD, sections
.

d

inter-sectio-

must try to change other students''
and administrators attitudes," he
said.
We are definitely up against the
wall with the administration and
membership,' agreed Bill Price,
president of first section. Basically,
it is a matter of ' playing the
administration's game, he , said,
since unlike national fraternities

who are independent

'

"

the rise in tuition rather than to
lack of interest in section activities,
while Swegan cites the latter as a
reason for their decline.
Still others - like the OATS and
Phi Omega Sigma, say their object
is not to' include as many men as
possible. "We are very selective
in our rushing," said section
member Dave Engler. He said that
a small group allows members to
'Set to know one another better.
Dean Swegan is aware of the
:we-they
attitude of confrontation' between sections and the
administration, but he is not willing
to take responsibility for what he
calls a significant decline in interest
n sections. "Blaming", the
'

Crandel

--

''

administration is only-- shirking
their own (sections') responsibility
for the vitality of sections," he said.
According - to ' Dave Engler,
president of Intersection Council,
things are rnoving in this direction.
"We are working to' define for
the entire campus what , the

-

Sigma
--

47

---

'. 36 :
37

.

'

.

.

.

31
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,

J'34
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.

74

54

40

31

36
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,31

.
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-

28

.
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Draw

Rag-A-Miiff- rs

Enthusiastic Crowds

of

(contlfrom p. 8)
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the

1

Rag-A-Muffin-

s.

a delightful story complete
It is music,
four songs and

.

with
'

TKMCC

.

-

choreography which the students
wrote and devised by themselves.
Stage Co. was a
success and well worth all the hard
work, ft' was an educational
experience because not only did
the students who participated get
to know what an actoractress
feels Eke performing the same
plays time after time for different'
audiences, but they also got the
chance to learn about lighting
techniques, stage props, scenery
arid costumes as they had to work;
with these things before, during,
and after every performance.
.

nf

.

.

tKo :
--T-i

fiitnhra
-

-

.

defective because Jit lacks
SkmatureS. Askmafure is a leaf of
- the book that is threaded to the
rest of the book. The book is
.. devoted to Roberto Caracciolo's
. sermons. Before
Mr. - KUbre
.. obtained it, this book was a prized
possession- - in Prince D'Arenv
.
r ; '.
bergs library.
The second new instaument is a
'
study area where the basement.

Rag-A-Muff- in

.

--

-

.

.

--

cAf-tirun- c

.

.

Likewise, section' members
attribute membership attrition to

y- -

r

-

-

,

J.

'

-- .

-
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Dock!
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"AUISH HOUE COOKING'

"2522 CLEVELAND ROAD
WOOSTER, OHIO

iMwJ

; --

Good Food tm
Good For The Soutt

& Sated

.

lor studying, in trus area are also,
two jooDections 'of books; the '
historical documents collection,
collection
of duplicate
and a large
- - -

For Your Coriyenience
just off the College Campus

B0lUuGQ

FACIT

.

r
.l
prvmng press, tnereiore,
uus
dook k wnat is Known as an
nconabukan. It is also the oldest
hrmk in thet Ehraru.' Dcritc th
book's age it is still fascinating and
in good condition. However, it is

"

controlled by the administration.

"IBM

Snuemtirm
"

36

45

of the New.
before
World, less than 50 years after the
the-openin- g

:

-.

43

"T--U

book was published on March 1,

'

.

t

I

I

I

; 5

13

45

institutions; the sections' charter

Some section members are
therefore willing to place blame on
the administration for making
survival tough on sections. The
administration is trying to push us
out," said fifth section member Bill
WeHer. He claims the administra- tion tells incoming freshmen that
skro run tKnr lusnt m it sknA
they would therefore be wise not
to join one.
Other section members explain
mat some students have left
campus because of the administration's restrictions on social life
with the Code of Social Conduct.

.

rw t

''

College Library Center (OCLC).
and a new study room where the

.

---

.

Crappers ,
8th Section 32
OATS
- figures not available
t- - disbanded

--

.:.

.

' 38

,

29-

58

57 -

.

C- -

.-

--

-..-

.:W-:-.-y- .,
42 - : 22 '

'

'

-

Sigs
7th Section

,,53

48
'

There are two new installments
at Andrews Library this quarter.
They are book published in 1490
which, was donated by Fred

..---..-

-

'

vjji

1981-8- 2

36

46

,

-

:

.

5th Section
Delts ...
6thSection

jrcariBbubjm Comes
l o UDiary;
Book in CoIIcxfoil

--

'

'

in

' .T..

-

.

PWOmega

:

198081

1979-8- 0

1978-7- 9

52
'

n

-

become more involved

-

-

"'.

Members

1977-7- 8

Beta's
2nd Section

.

community service activities.
. "We are under attack and right
now we are trying to find our place
here on campus," Engler said.

Active

1

"

scholarship."
Pinkard states his major goals

-

--

College to-- be
used in "future
planning" in the area of Black
Student Affairs, and second, to
complete his dissertation. He calls
himself an "urban dweller," says
he likes big cities and is a great
patron of the arts, especially the
theater. Since coming to Wooster,
he has had
.to "modify", his
interests. '
.

"contributed significantly to

purpose of sections is," he said.
In addition, Engler said ISC is
stressing that sections concentrate on maintaining academic
priorities and that aB sections

School Yr.
1st Section

plans to leave a set, of
recommendations with the

.

!

--

for this year as twofold. First, he

joining the network of support for
black students at Wooster.
As for the weaknesses in. the
program for black students at the
College, Pinkard calls Andrews
Library "particularly inadequate in
terms of having important works
by black scholars" accessible at
Andrews itself. Such works are
necessary to exhibit to black
students that other blacks have

facing black students today as one
of "inclusion," that is that they see
themselves as "an integral part of
the institution's life, that they feel
they can bring to the institution
valid experience to enrich the
education iof all students." He sees
. himself as an "advocate" for black
students at Wooster; "In times
when there is a need to intervene
oniehalf of black students, for any
reason, I view myself as the person
to intervene; not the only one, but
an additional support person

Rgictrtf

Ohio Travel Agent
. .
TA0305-- ,

1
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Scot Balance Provides Win
by Dave Bryan
The Fighting Scots chalked up a
,
over the BatTling
big victory,
Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan in the
20-14-

.

opening Blue Division game for
both teams, rallying from a 14-halftime deficit. The Bishops
tallied twice in the second period,
but were shut down by a tenacious
Scot defense during the second
half. Meanwhile, the Scot offense,
directed by Ron Wright, moved to
three second half touchdowns to
clinch the victory.
It looked as if the Scots were
going to break on top early when
0

Tom

Nelson,

a sophomore

blocked a Bishops
punt and the Scots got the ball on
the OWU five yard line. But, once
again fumblitis hit the Scot backs.
Dave Jones fumbled on the
second play from the three yard
linebacker,

Wesleyan

line and Ohio

recovered.
The Scots got the ball back
quickly though, as Dale Fortner
tied the school interception record
with his 14th pickoff on the OWU
43 yard line. Once again, the Scots
could not capitalize on the big play
by the offense. Although both
offenses began to move, neither
team dented the scoreboard in the
first period.
Aided by a pass interference call
that nullified an interception that
was returned for a touchdown, the
Scots moved to the Bishop 36 on

the running of Neal Arcuri. Two
passes fell incomplete on second
and third downs, though, and the
Scots were forced to punt. The
Bishops went to the air and scored
on a 40 yard pass play. The Scots
were able to move, the ball into
OWU territory, but weren't able to

9

.

.

...

drive it clear home. The Bishops
scored again with 1:07 remaining
on the clock in the second quarter
on a 17 yard pass.
By the middle of the second
quarter, Ron Wright had come off
the bench and had begun to move
the offense. "I would have to say
Ron is our offensive player of the
game," said Head Coach Jim
Kapp. "He has accepted the role of
coming in off the bench to relieve

Gregg (Barney, starting

quarterback)," Kapp said. With
this in mind, the Scots came out
throwing themselves in the second

1

2--

OWU defenders guessing. He then
proceeded to pick apart the
Bishop's defense through the ahr,
too. The Scots' final touchdown
came on a pass from Wright to Pat
Collins of 21 yards with 3:04
remaining in the game.

2-4- -1.

0,

Men's CC Shows
Big Improvement

(cont. on p. 12)

Victorious,
Scot Booters
squad
The Scots'

third place finish in

the

11-tea-

m

OAC relays Saturday.
Mt. Union won 'the meet with
17 points followed by Baldwin-Wallac-e

with 31, Wooster
captured third with 53, and
trailing the Scots were Muskingum

(55), Marietta (56), Wittenberg
(59), Denison (61), Kenyon (65),
Oberlin (74), Capital (81) and
Otterbein (95). . 11

two-ma- n

combined winning time of 53:36.
Mark ETderbrock and Greg
Tonian teamed up to place first for
the Scots and fifth overall with the
combined time of 55:29. Steve
Kipp and John Johns also ran well
with a time of 57:58 to grab 21st.
place. Ken Godlewski and Mark
Dowdall finished 27th.
"1 was extremely pleased with
the way everyone ran," said
Coach Tim Breiner. The men
were ready to run well and each
guy had a goal to reach. It was
quite an improvement over last
week."
--

With

r

Co-captai-

minute-and:a-ha-

Custom
Picture Framing

3-- 2.

.

4-- 2.

completely different playing style
of Grace as compared to that of
Colorado. "Grace's style is one of
We
long ball style. It is
couldn't let them (Grace) force us
into their style of play and we
didn't," commented Nye. In the
off-temp-o.

--

first half, freshman Dave

Jordanger booted one in off ail
assist by Bob Neff. George
Mauser" connected for two goals
off a potent fastbreak that left the
score
af the half. .
In the second half, Neff initiated
a cornerkick play which was
ended by Jordanger who kneed it
into the goal for his second score
of the', game. "We've been
practicing cornerkicks a lot lately
and it is good for the kids to see
that it works in the games, too. It
will give us needed confidence in
the cornerkick," said Nye. The
Scots played the remaining ten
minutes of the game a man short
because he was red carded. They
used the stall effectively to shut
down any Grace offensives. Grace
scored both of their goals while the
Scots were running full speed,
never stronger. Despite this fact,
the game was not close.
"The way we are playing is the
right way. We are having a little
trouble with the defense, but that
wiD be fixed by the next game,"
--

3-- 0

said Nye of the team's

performance. The Scots' next
challenge is at home against John
Carroll on the 30th. They also play
at home on October 3rd, at 4:00
p.m., against Xavier.

Hard MemorkJ Courts Change Queried;
Growth, Expansion tor bcots terms

Resumes
Theses
Reports
Tickets
Programs

Eaat Ubarty

lf

On Saturday, Wooster faced
Grace, who was shut out by

INDEPENDENT STUDIES

'

Copier-1- 0

3

n

Classic by defeating Aurora,

COPIES

WOOSTEt

left in

utes

3-- 1.

r

a copy
503 E. LIBERTY ST.
WOOSTER. OHIO

six-and-a-half-min-

the game, the Scots scored to
Three minutes later,
make it
the Scots scored again. The goals
were scored by
George Mauser and his brother,
to
Tom. With a
play, Wooster had two chances to
tie, but could not score. With 40
seconds left, Colorado scored on a
penalty kick to make the final tally
42. Colorado went on to win the

4-- 2

1 just told the team
Aurora,
that if we played like they played
yesterday (Friday), we would win,"
said Nye. This is just what the
Scots did, too. Once again playing
with unbridled intensity, they beat
Grace,
Wooster had to adapt .to the
2-- 0.

were welskiHed and had good
speed. The first 25 minutes, of the
half went scoreless with both
teams playing well. Wooster,
playing the best soccer so far this
year on offense, couldn't find the
goal, while in the next ten minutes"
Colorado exploded for three
goals. The first half ended with the .
score three to zero. "Good teams
are going to get the scores,"
replied Coach Nye regarding the
goals scored.
During halftime, the Scots
reached down deep and came out
in the second half like a whirlwind.
Playing with a lot of intensity, the
Scots took charge of the, game.

squads entered
teams and the top
five
three teams on each squad
counted in the scoring. Mt.
Union's team of Jerry Murphy and
Jim White captured first with the
Each of the

soccer

traveled to Aurora, IHinois for the
Spartan Classic, held September
25th and 26th. Hosted by the
Spartans of Aurora College, the
visiting teams were Colorado
College and Wooster. The Scots
grabbed, their first victory of the
season and looked very much
improved since their game against
Ohio University. They lost their
first round game to Colorado
College, but pulled together to
beat Grace in the consolation
game.
In the first round, the Scots
faced Colorado College. They

by Katharine L. Blood

a

264-222-

-

Even though he had one pass
intercepted, Wright kept his cool Freshman Kevin Murray steals the ball from a John Carroll player while his teammate looks on. The
Story in next week's Voice. Photo by John Ladner.
and moved the Scots on the Scots won,
to up their record to
ground, utilizing the running of
Jones and Arcuri to keep the

his-positio- n

High Speed IBM

s

half.

The College of Wooster men's
Scot cross country runner John Johns struggles to retain
country team utilized their
cross
Scots
The
Wooster.
Saturday
in
last
held
in a race
advantage and ran to
course
home
finished third overall. Photo by John Ladner.

COPIES

.

I Phone:

1

262-51- 71

143 E. Liberty

St

Wooster, Ohio

by Bob Savitt & Randy Davis
Recent questions have been
asked pertaining to the almost
completed addition to the General
Hard Memorial Tennis Courts. In
response to this curiosity, the

court, located across from
Babcock Hall, has been extended
fifteen feet to the west allowing
room for bleachers within the

the men s and women s-- tennis
teams hope to aise money

through

fund-raisin- g

campus

and to purchase a
windscreen for the west fence.
- There are no plans to build a
rumored clubhouse or stadium in
or around the General Hard
Courts.
activities

1
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Undefeated Scots Pound Kent State
V'.

14 for Kent Coach Terri ProdoeM
commented, Kent has improved
and we played
women's varsity field hockeyleam a lot since
was able to extend, their, season ,an even game. It was our ability to
record to an impress jvef-- with an get on the goalie's pads and rush
exciting
victory over rival ' which gave us the advantage."
Nancy Hall brought the ball
Division I Kent State.
downfield, but it was, Cindy,
Only two minutes into the game,

On the last shot of the game, Kent
responded with a-- goal off an
offensive corner, j ,'
Prodoehl added, "This game
was a very good experience for
our defense We were tested by
Kent, because they did not let upj
by this game and
pleased by,the outcome."

by Al Cleveland

-

-

The College of Wooster

last-yea- r,

0

3-- 1

.

r'Cindy

i

If

....

Runnette scored for the
Scots. .The Wooster offensive unit
was unable to score during the rest
of the first" half, but on the
defensive, end - Wooster was
' challenged as Kent was a constant
threat.
In the second half, Wooster had '
"24 shots on goal, compared with

i

was-encourag-

Runnette that scored on the rush.

Two minutes later, Patty Rudman
made a beautiful center pass to
Cindy Runnette for the final
Wooster goal. It was difficult to
know who scored because of
Cindy Runnette's, Amy Barnard's,
and Carolyn Mokmeaux's rush.

Ht U LP

"'

ed

Wooster

will

practice this week,

then will travel to Wittenberg on
- f : October 3rd.

.

'

;.

'M

;

i4;

Darlene Kemp spikes into the net .in a match vs. Hope College
during last week's invitational of the GLCA tournament, held
:
: ."
here. Photo by Sue Mertz.
. "

1

Improved Spikers Thwart Exhaustion;
Capture Weekend Tourney at O.N.I.
especially

--

and Nancy Neagoy
On Saturday, September 26th.
'The College of Wooster's volleyball
- team participated in the Ohio

.

.

;;

.7

Baldwin-WaDac-

;

).

tired yet psyched, tQjcapture first
place. Ohio Northern has held first
place for their invitational for the
past five years. The match began
with a first game loss
but the
Scots regrouped and pulled
themselves together for the next
game. ln the second game,
7-1-5,

,

15-4wT-

--

7.

Wooster had the upper hand,
the game and winning
final game of the
easily
match was tough, but "the Scots
used all their strength - and
conquered Ohio Northern
place overall
This weekend the Spikers will
travel to Berea to compete against
Defiance, and
. Baldwin-Wallac' controlling

--

15-7- ).

3-1.

:'

Wooster went into the ' finaf
match .against Ohio Northern,

the turningf point ..in the''
tournament, ' there was no

.

Cindy Runnette takes aim for one of her many goals in th Scot's victories last weeli This match was
Photo by John Ladner.
against Kent State. The Scots won,

:

15-9- ).

stopping us now." "
Although Wooster was pumped
up by (heir third match of the day
against ' Muskingum, the Scotts
could feel the tiring effect of the
tournament. This match was '
especially . knportant 1 because
Muskingum beat Wooster earlier
in the week (15-6- ,
Avenging
this loss, Wooster defeated
15-;
Muskinqum
This match

;.

placed.

15-12- ),

15-8-

17-15-

.

--

,

"The "Spikers , started with a
strong win over Ohio Wesleyan
(15-1and went on to beat k
Capitol (15-8- ,
Because .xf
their loss to Capitol last year this ,
win greatly motivated the team to
continue with strength. As Coach
Maksymicz remarked, ?This was
0,

(IS 12,

e

The -- Scots played very well
together as a cohesive unit. During
the match, the blocking was good
' and the ball was solidly hit and well

second big tournament of the
season. The Scots dominated the
competition and captured first in
;

the Scots

confidence in each other. The
team blended aggressive - and
experienced players. :'
With momentum, Wooster beat

.

Northern Invitational, their

eight schools.
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' by Missy Horning
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AffiericsnCanccrSiety

2,000,000 people fighting cancer.
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Mount Union.

HoVpocf Preparing Women Booters
For Weekend Opener With Bishops
Women's soccer Js alive and
kicking at The College of Wooster
this fall For the past two weeks the
women's team has been practicing
with enthusiasm at Galpin Park.
The team comprises about 25
women, many who are rookies to
the sport However, talent flourishes on the team, and the women
are .anxiously preparing for their
first game of the season against
Ohio Wesleyan. The game will be
' held at 2:00 p.m. on Saturday
October 3rd on the'rnen's practice
field. Coach Jeff Hollander, alias
"Hollywood.", anticipates an excit-- ;
ing game and is hopeful of the
teams tirst victory. :

Although they have not yet
achieved Varsity sport, standing,
the women - will be competing
against many big name schools this
season such as Denison, Ken yon
and Ohio State. Come on out this
Saturday and support the women
in their first game of the season.
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TRAVEL
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An Adventure

I

SERVICE

I

In Delightful Dining.

I

;

j

.

- TAKES

i Delicious gourmet meals daily, with $5.95

YOU

full course dinner specials served
:'V'
every Tuesday, Wednesday arid Thursday
1

t,

BEALL AVE.

;

ECON-O-WAS-

H

(Just North of the College)
24 Hour CofcvOp Laundry
Dry Cleaning 9 -- 41$

:

; everungr Closed Mondays.
I For

reservations, call (21

';

':

264-234- 1

Wayne Ave & Gasche St. Wooster, Ohio
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Scots Win

(cord, from p. 10)

v;
rama nnlintk Wa
defensive play of the game when
he intercepted a Bishop aerial with
- about 2:30 left in the contest. The
Bishons
hist rnmrXoioA twn
passes fOT first downs and were on
the move when Sulzer stepped in
front of the pass and returned it 28
yards. The Scots then proceeded
to run out the clock for the victory.
' "Once again our fumbles might
have hurt us, but our defense did a
fine job of getting us the ball. The
defense is going to have to be
sharp this week against Otter bein
because they are the number one
rushing team in the OAC. The
' offense
must be prepared, too,
because they have the number
.
one rushing defense also," said
Kapp eagerly.
KotfK

J
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And they're off! Steve Kipp, John Johns and Greg Tohian can be seen third, fourth and inset off John's shoulder from left of photo.
They competed in a meet held this past Saturday at Wooster. Photo by John Ladner.

Women

X-Coun-
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Run Wen in First
by Katharine L. Blood
" 1 he best is yet to come," said
referring to The College of
Wooster women's cross country

team.
With the winning combination
r
of veterans and quality
students, the Scots are returning
stronger than ever. The results of
the practice meet Saturday, Sept.
26th, predicted an optimistic
future. Marietta's Sally Blakely
won the meet in the time of 21:00
with Suzanne Hunt from Denison
close behind. Freshman Martdy
Bujrr captured first for ihe Scots
and third overall clocking a 21:56.
Two more freshmen standouts,
Nancy Conger and Amy Smith,
placed high in the rankings for
Wooster and finished sixth and
eighth with the rimes of 22:39 and
first-yea-

bar

---

i.-

--

Ij

23:03.

Peggy Elder, a third year
veteran, improved her time by
almost two minutes over last year
and placed ninth.
"We are definitely going to be a
strong and competitive team this
year. The return of Teresa
deGuzman and Elizabeth Fitzelle,
who were unable to participate in
the meet, will bring a bonus in
terms of support, leadership and
enthusiasm," commented Penney.
We are greatly improved over
last year, about 2 weeks ahead of
schedule in both training and
times," he continued.
The Scots will travel to Gambier

Saturday, October 3rd, to

compete in what Coach Penney
termed "a good quality meet"
against Oberlin, Kenyon and
.

Marietta.

Classified
FOR SALE
Spinet-Consol-

Piano

e

Bargain- -

Wanted: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager:
P.O. Box 537 Shelbyville, IN

Extra
Thick
Crust
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Free on any 16" pizza
One coupon per pizza

$2.00

Any1 item or more

One coupon per pizza

One coupon per pizza

Fast, Free Delivery
423 E. Liberty St

pizza

Fast, Free Delivery
423 E Liberty St

Electronic Earring and Pin

158832214

158832214

Phone:

Phone:264-080- 0

mini-batter-

two to: TRADING, Box
Warwick, R.l. 02888.

Off

pizza

Expires: 101781

Expires: 101781

Expires: 101781

Phone:

264-980- 0

,
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Chi

264-880-

158832214

y.

1007-A-

$1.00

Any 16" 2 item or more

Fast, Free Delivery
423 E. Liberty St

.
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46176.

Hot, red LOVE LITE comes
complete with a
Guaranteed to lite up your nite life.
Send $6.00 for one or $10.00 for
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